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平均値±SD 43.0±7.0 41.6±5.3 47.8±6.9 46.6±5.9 39.2±1.8 44.6±8.3 43.6±13.6 47.2±11.4 50.2±13.4 45.6±10.9 47.8±10.6 47.0±9.5
対 象 者 ６週後 ６週後 ６週後 ６週後 ６週後 ６週後２週後 ２週後 ２週後 ２週後 ２週後 ２週後





































































平均値±SD 59.6±7.2 43.0±7.0 59.0±10.3 47.8±6.9 43.4±3.8 39.2±1.8 47.0±12.5 43.6±13.6 62.0±9.2 50.2±13.4 60.6±7.1 47.8±10.6
対 象 者 直後 ２週後 直後 ２週後 直後 ２週後 直後 ２週後 直後 ２週後 直後 ２週後
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Psychological monitoring of overtraining and












Physiological effects of clinical practice on emotional changes and 
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Abstract
Considering the 15-weeks on-site practical training as a stressor, this study examined the change of
the Profile of Mood States（POMS）and the recovery process of the NK cell activity among 5 junior
students in Department of Nursing after the training.
As for the emotional change, the parameters such as "Thention-Anxienty," "Depression-Dejection,"
"Fatigue," and "Confusion" were significantly lower at the 2 weeks after the training than soon after it
（p<0.05）. Also, the parameters such as "Thention-Anxienty," "Depression- Dejection," "Fatigue," and
"Confusion" were significantly lower at the 6 weeks after the training than soon after it（p<0.05）.
No significant difference was obtained for the NK cell activity when it was compared between 2
weeks after the training and soon after it and between 6 weeks after the training and soon after it. 
These results can be utilized for the health education for students who just finished their on-site
practical training. Further study with more subjects is needed in the future. 
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